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Energy and Environment
• Combustion accounts for 85% of energy used
in U.S.
• Transportation is second largest energy
consumer in U.S.
• Transportation accounts for 2/3 of petroleum
usage and ¼ of greenhouse emissions
• Government mandate: reduce petroleum use by
25% by 2020 and greenhouse gases by 80% by
2050
• Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE)
regulation of 54.5 mpg by 2025
Urgency to reduce greenhouse emissions and oil consumption!

Energy Security:
Where Is All of That Energy Going?
World Energy Demand in Mtoe by Fuel & Sector in 2040

Energy consumption – where does it all go?

IEA World Energy Balances 2018

Quadrillion Btu

Transportation Energy Consumption by Source

DOE International Energy Outlook 2016

Trillion kWh

World Electricity Generation Sources

DOE International Energy Outlook 2016

Temperature’s rising

Global mean surface temperature change from 1880 to 2014, relative to the 1951–1980
mean. The black line is the annual mean and the red line is the 5-year
running mean. The green bars show uncertainty estimates. Source: NASA GISS.

Where are the greenhouses coming from?

Petroleum has high energy density

All of the energy concentrated in one gallon of gasoline is
enough to charge an iPhone once a day for almost 20
years.

Combustion – Energy and Environment
• Sound scientific understanding is necessary to
develop predictive, validated multi-scale models
to shorten product design cycle!

• Potential for significant improvement in
thermal efficiency by 25-50%

IC Engine Combustion is Multi-physics
Multi-scale
•

•

•

Diesel Engine Autoignition, Soot Incandescence
Chuck Mueller, Sandia National Laboratories

Large range of length and time
scales
– In-cylinder geometry (cm)
– Turbulence-chemistry
(microns-mm)
– Soot inception (nanometer)
Chemical complexity
– large number of species and
reactions (100’s of species,
thousands of reactions)
Multi-Physics complexity
– multiphase (sprays, gas
phase, soot)
– thermal radiation
All these are tightly coupled

Turbulence-Chemistry Interactions
• Turbulence entrains, advects, strains and
wrinkles a flame creating more area for
burning
• Through turbulence cascade eventually
reactants are molecularly mixed
• Chemical reactions are enhanced with
mixing to a limit – extinction - and create
heat release at dissipation scales
• Heat release, dilatation reduce turbulence
intensity through density, and property
changes and may alter spectral energy
transfer
• Turbulent mixing can accelerate or
impede autoignition through transport of
heat and radicals

Motivation: Changing World of Fuels
and Engines
• Fuel streams are rapidly evolving
– Heavy hydrocarbons
• Oil sands
• Oil shale
• Coal

– New renewable fuel sources
• Ethanol
• Bio-diesel
• Bio-gas

• New engine technologies
• Direct Injection (DI)
• Homogeneous Charge
Compression Ignition (HCCI)
• Low-temperature combustion

• Mixed modes of combustion
• Predictive, validated multi-scale
models!

Comparison of Engines
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Efficient and Clean Advanced IC Engine
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Low Temperature Combustion:
PCCI/HCCI – load limitations
Requires precise charge preparation and
combustion control mechanisms
(for auto-ignition and combustion timing)
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Fuel- and Load-Flexible Power Generation
Towards Carbon Free Renewable Electricity

Courtesy Y. Ju

Challenges With Hydrogen-Enriched Combustion
•

Optimized hydrogen fuel transport and combustion system will
enable safe operation within a broad range of fuels and operating
conditions - enable fast fuel switches or blending (e.g. between
natural gas and hydrogen-rich syngas) during fast start-ups and
load-shifts.

• Compared to natural gas, hydrogen has higher stoichiometric
temperatures, reduced ignition delay, smaller calorific value,
requires higher volumetric flow rates to avoid preignition and to
ensure flashback into premixer section doesn’t occur
• Fundamental challenges to lean premixed hydrogen-enriched
combustion in gas turbines:
• Flame flashback
• Fuel injection: flame holding and stabilization
• Thermo-acoustics

Staged gas turbine combustion

• Originally developed by ABB for high efficiency, load flexibility
and low emissions
• Recently improved and simplified (reduced cost) for the H-class
GT36
• First (premix) combustion stage based on flame propagation
• Second (sequential) combustion stage based on auto-ignition

Staged gas turbine combustion

• Adjusting firing temperature of 1st stage allows control of tign in
2nd stage

Staged gas turbine combustion
Hydrogen fuel
• Flashback in 1st stage
• Early auto-ignition in 2nd stage

• 2nd stage is mainly auto-ignition stabilized
• 2nd stage inlet temperature needs to be decreased and not 2nd
stage flame temperature

Staged gas turbine combustion
Hydrogen fuel
• Flashback in 1st stage
• Early auto-ignition in 2nd stage

• 2nd stage is mainly auto-ignition stabilized
• 2nd stage inlet temperature needs to be decreased and not 2nd
stage flame temperature
• 1st stage de-rating is compensated by shifting fuel to 2nd stage

Outline
• Mo5va5on
• Research paradigms
• Governing equa5ons, numerical methods, HPC

Combustion Research Paradigm
Experiment/Computation/Theory
• Experiments in laboratory scale flames/ignition at ambient and
elevated pressure with advanced laser diagnostics are critical.
• Computations play a complementary role:
– Precise control of parameters
– Desired level of detail
– Full specification of boundary and initial conditions (scalars,
velocity)
– Less expensive, faster design-cycle

• Computational power and algorithms are advancing rapidly.
• Theory needed for interpretation, scaling, and for identifying
reduced manifolds.
• True predictive capability of quantities of interest is still
elusive.

Turbulent Combustion: Computational
Considerations
• Combustion in most practical devices occurs in turbulent
flows.
• It is both:
– Multi-scale ( ~ 4-6 decades in space and time).
– Multi-physics (fluid dynamics, molecular transport, chemical kinetics, multiphase).

• Governing equations represent a tightly coupled system with
large dimensionality (5 + Nspecies).
• Computational cost becomes prohibitive very quickly.

Spatial Scales (Turbulence, Mixing, and
Flames)
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Spa/al Resolu/on
• For turbulent combustion:

L ≈ 10-1,Re ≈ 104, η ≈ 10-4m

– δ<η

δ ≈ (diﬀusivity/ﬂame speed) ≈ 10-5m

Ngrid ≈ Re9/4 (η/δ)3
– No. of equations is large
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Temporal Resolution

Multi-scale Modeling of Combustion Processes
• Multi-scale modeling describes
combustion processes, from
quantum scales up to device-level,
continuum scales
•
•

Multi-scale Strategy:
Use petascale computing power to perform
direct simulation at the atomistic and finecontinuum scales (~4 decades), and
develop new parameterizations that will
enable bootstrapping information upscale

DNS – LES – RANS of Combus/on
modeled
(RANS)
resolved
(DNS)

• Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes
(RANS)
– Inexpensive

• Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
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– Energy containing scales are resolved
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– Model subgrid physics

• Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS)
– All continuum scales are resolved
– Most expensive
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Combustion Simulation Approaches
(DNS/LES/RANS)
• RANS and LES require models for
Chemistry
• Active mostly at small scales

Turbulence
• Driven by large scales of motion

• Coupling is highly non-linear

Transport

• L, u’, µ drive the cascade

• DNS is o[en used to develop/validate models.
• DNS resolves all turbulence scales, no turbulence closure.
• DNS is not free of modeling (needs chemical and molecular transport
models).

Outline
• Mo5va5on
• Research paradigms
• DNS mathema/cal formula/on, numerical methods, and high
performance compu/ng

Multi-scale Modeling of Combustion Processes

•Multi-scale modeling describes
combustion processes, from quantum
scales up to device-level, continuum
scales
• Multi-scale Strategy:
Use petascale computing power to perform
direct simulation at the atomistic and finecontinuum scales (~4 decades), and develop
new parameterizations that will enable
bootstrapping information upscale

Governing Equations – Compressible

Chen et al., Comp. Sci. Disc., 2009

Governing Equations - Compressible

Constitutive Relations

Mass Diffusion Flux

Mass Diffusion Flux / Heat Flux

Direct Numerical Simula/on Code – S3D
Chen et al., Comp. Sci. Disc., 2009
• Used to perform first-principles-based
DNS of reacting flows
• Solves compressible reacting NavierStokes equations
• High-fidelity numerical methods
• Detailed reaction kinetics and
molecular transport models
• Multi-physics: sprays, radiation and
soot
• Ported to all major platforms, scales
well
• Particle tracking cabability
DNS

Physical
models

Engineering
CFD codes
(RANS, LES)

DNS provides unique
fundamental insight into the
chemistry-turbulence
interaction

S3D Numerical Methods
– Finite difference solver (physical space).
– Rectangular Cartesian regular mesh.
– Explicit 8th order central difference (Kennedy & Carpenter, Appl. Num.
Math., 1994, vol. 14).
– Explicit 4th order 6-stage Runge-Kutta (Kennedy & Carpenter, Appl. Num.
Math., 2000, vol. 35).
– 10th order filter to remove spurious numerical noise.
– Δx, Δt resolve all relevant spatio-temporal scales (fluid-dynamic, thermochemical, acoustic).
– Boundary Conditions:
• NSCBC for Non-reflecting inflow/outflow (Poinsot and Lele, J. Comp.
Phys. 1992, Sutherland and Kennedy, J. Comp. Phys. 2003, Yoo and
Im, Comb. Theory Mod. 2007)
• Periodic
• Isothermal or adiabatic wall

Chemical Complexity vs Scale
2-methyl alkanes (LLNL)
methyl palmitate (CNRS)
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T. Lu and C. K. Law, PECS 35, 2009
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A Systematic Procedure for Dimension
Reduction & Stiffness Removal
Skeletal mechanisms

Detailed mechanisms
C 2H 4:

C 2H 4:

70 species

30 species

nC7H16: 100 species

nC7H16: 500 species

Time Scale Reduc5on
With QSSA

Dimension Reduc5on
With DRG

Reduced mechanisms
Minimal diffusive species
On-the-ﬂy
S5ﬀness Removal

C2H4: 9 groups
nC7H16: 20 groups

C 2H 4:

20 species

nC7H16: 60 species

Diﬀusive Species Bundling

Non-stiff reduced mechanisms
C 2H 4:

20 species

nC7H16: 60 species

Lu and Law 2005, Lu and Law 2006,2008, Lu and Law 2007, Lu et al. 2009

S3D Paralleliza/on – Data Parallelism
• Algorithm:
– ﬁxed mesh – trivial domain decomposi5on.
– MPI only parallelism (hybrid MPI+OpenMP,
Open ACC, OpenMP + CUDA).
– ideal load balancing (all processes have same
amount of work).
– communica5on is almost en5rely nearest
neighbor – ghost cells
– parallel collec5ve I/O (typically ≈ 500 5me
steps).
– per node performance limited by memory
bandwidth.
– extremely scalable and portable (CRAY, IBM,
INTEL).

On JAGUAR, at NCCS (Oak Ridge National Lab)

Data Parallelism
• Parallelism is achieved through 3D domain
decomposi5on.
– Each MPI process is in charge of a piece of
the 3D domain.

• All MPI processes have the same number of
grid points and the same computa5onal
load
• Inter-processor communica5on is only
between nearest neighbors in 3D topology

1
1

– Large message sizes. Non-blocking sends
and receives

• All-to-all communica5ons are only required
for monitoring and synchroniza5on ahead
of I/O

N

N

Domain Decomposi/on and Bulk Synchrony
Bulk Sychronous
1

2

3

4

.Each MPI process is in charge of a piece of the 3D domain.
Inter-processor communication is only between nearest neighbors

Communica/on Versus Computa/on
• Performance is limited by single-socket compute rate
• Cost of communica5on is minimal
• What if the problem size deceases due to larger chemistry?
– 503, 303, ..... ?

#1&
Communication k1N 2
=
= Ο% (
3
$N'
Computation
k2N
– Minimum problem size = 113 due to algorithm limita5on

€

• Hybrid parallelism (OpenMP/MPI)

Compressible DNS Solver – Main Loop
• Computes rate of change of N conserved quan55es at every grid
point
– d/dt (Qk) = (Advec5on) + (Diﬀusion) + (Source)
– Sum of all the terms that contribute to the 5me deriva5ve is called
the RHS

• d/dt (Qk) is integrated explicitly in 5me through Runge-Kuna (4th
order – 6 stage, Kennedy and Carpenter)
• RHS contains mul5ple terms that are func5ons of Qk, variables
derived from Qk
• Advec5on and diﬀusion require spa5al ﬁnite diﬀerencing and
nearest neighbor ghost zone communica5on, MPI
• Source terms are point-wise func5ons
• Thermodynamic, chemical and molecular transport proper5es are
point-wise func5ons of Qk

Computa/onal Intensity of Chemistry
• Called as ckwyp or getrates (Chemkin)
• Chemical reac5on rate computed using Arrhenius model
– A+B ó C+D
– Forward reac5on rate = C*[A]*[B]*Taexp(-Ta/T)
– Equilibrium constant gives reverse reac5on rates
– More terms for third body eﬃciency, collision eﬃciency,
pressure correc5ons …
• The source term for a species is the sum of the rates of all
reac5ons in which it par5cipates
• The kernel uses exp/log heavily

HPC for Combus/on
• Petascale and exascale HPC is needed
– Current design methodologies are largely
phenomenological
– Lack the science base needed to develop new devices /
fuels
– Exascale compu5ng will enable high-ﬁdelity simula5ons
of complex fuels at realis5c turbulence and pressure
condi5ons with quan5ﬁed uncertainty
– Key element needed to develop and calibrate models
needed for engineering design
• Use cases based on increasing Reynolds number, pressure
and fuel complexity

Simula5on of a nitrogendiluted hydrogen jet in
crossﬂow, Grout et al.

Simula5on of NOx
emissions from a
low swirl injector
fuels by H2, Bell et
al.

Computational intensity of DNS scales with Moore’s Law
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Figure 2: Temporal evolution of normalized species
concentrations (left axis), temperature and heat release rate (right axis) for the 3-D RCCI simulation.
¯ denotes an average over the domain.
The overbar (.)
The dashed line represents heat release rate.

2D unsteady flows
With global step
chemistry

ported to the Legion application code. The existing Fortran code served as an excellent reference, as it succinctly
described the necessary functionality without being obfuscated by directives and/or manual code transformations for
optimization reasons. Since Legion tasks are also unencumbered by mapping considerations, the porting was a simple
matter of translating Fortran code into the corresponding
C++ or, in the case of the main CEMA calculation, simply
copying over the Fortran code and adding a C++ wrapper
around it. The porting (and verification) e↵ort required less
than a programmer-week of work. Once the desired functionality was achieved, adding mapping policies for the new
tasks required less than 10 lines of code in the Legion S3D
mapper and was tuned in less than an hour. In particular,
the mapper was able to fit the CEMA tasks into idle periods
on the CPU cores, limiting the overhead of CEMA in the
S3D version to less than 1%.
We explored the use of the OpenACC version for this
simulation as well. This required the OpenACC code to
be updated for both the PRF mechanism and the additional features described above. A programmer-week of effort (the same as was required to update the Legion version
of S3D) was invested into trying to incorporate the necessary
changes into the OpenACC version of S3D, with little success. The complexity of the PRF chemistry and transport
kernels caused numerous issues with the compiler. Additionally, the divergence between the Fortran and OpenACC
source trees presented a much larger challenge for implementing the additional features. We estimate that at least
another month of implementation work as well as an unknown amount of debugging and tuning would be required
to reach a production version of the OpenACC code. These
issues and previous results demonstrating that the Legion
version outperforms the OpenACC version by 2-3X on the
smaller DME and heptane mechanisms [11] led us to abandon the e↵ort and collect performance data for the MPI and
Legion version of S3D. We performed our simulation entirely
using the Legion version of S3D.
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Lean CH4 Piloted
laboratory-scale
jet flame in the
distributed
reaction zones
regime with NOx

3D turbulent 2-stage
autoignition at 25 bar
with O(35-116) species

6. COMBUSTION RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the temporal evolution of normalized domain average species mass fractions of several key species
along with temperature and heat release for the three dimensional simulation. It can be seen that n-heptane (n-C7 H16 )

Figure 3: Volume rendering of the heat release rate
at the time corresponding to 50% of total heat release. Values are in J/m3 /s.
is consumed significantly earlier in the cycle than iso-octane.
After the low temperature heat release stage marked by the
first peak in the heat release rate (HRR in Figure 2) profile,
the original n-heptane is almost entirely consumed, most
of it having decomposed to CH2 O, C2 H4 and other smaller
molecules. Consumption of CH2 O and production of OH
appear to coincide with the consumption of all remaining
iso-octane (i-C8 H18 ). This period of time also coincides with
the oxidation of CO. The generation of intermediate species
such as CH2 O and CO occurs primarily through the breakdown of n-heptane. Since most heat release later in the
simulation (i.e. the high temperature heat release) is driven
by the oxidation of these intermediates, it follows that combustion is driven by the staged consumption and oxidation
of n-heptane and its intermediates followed by a rapid decomposition and oxidation of iso-octane.
Compression ignition configurations generally ignite by
generating a series of ignition fronts. One of the most interesting aspects of the RCCI configuration is the appearance of
flame fronts in conjunction with spontaneous ignition fronts.
Ignition fronts are completely reaction driven: individual locations in the domain react and spontaneously ignite independently of their neighbors, down a gradient of ignition delay imposed by spatial variations in reactivity, temperature,
or composition. In contrast, a flame front is di↵usion driven:
individual locations in the domain react and propagate only
when heat and reactants di↵use into them from neighboring locations. Visually, flame fronts appear as thin, spindly
structures whereas ignition fronts appear as thick, blob-like
structures. Figure 3 shows the overall heat release rate in
the simulation volume at the time corresponding to approximately 50% of the total heat release. Figure 4 shows slices of
the heat release rate in the simulation domain taken at one
of the midplanes. The three images correspond to time in-
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problem size = # grid pts x # variables
(e.g. chemical species)
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DOE Petascale Leadership Class Capability Computing
• Petascale computing for scientific
discovery
• US DOE INCITE Awards – large
computing allocations for
science
Summit, ORNL 200 Pflop

Blue Gene/Q, Argonne, 10 Pflop

DNS of Autoigniting Jet Flames
• Laboratory-scale flames
• 3D turbulence coupled with
Chemistry (>100 species)
• Fundamental insights into
stabilizing a lifted flame in hot
ignitive environment
• Validation data for LES
and RANS models

Large-Eddy Simulation of Ignition
Boileau M. Boileau, G. Staffelbach, B. Cuenot, T. Poinsot, and C. Bérat.
Combustion and Flame, 154(1-2):2-22, 2008.

Full annular combustion chamber
of Turbomeca

DNS Benchmarks
(Physical Insights & Model Development)
CO/H2 and C2H4 jet
flames extinction/
reignition

Lifted H2 and C2H4 jet
flames in hot coflow

Di-Methyl Ether HCCI

Lean
premixed
and
stratified
CH4/air
Bunsen
flames

H2 Flame-Boundary Layer
Interaction - Flashback

H2 and CO/H2 Jet in
Crossflow

